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would need them in huge numbers, but not everyone is called for it.
Also people with other vocations are needed. If you are going through
suffering and you do not have a second heart that rejoices at it because you can offer it up to GOD, you are not called to be a victim
or atoning soul. If someone believes that he or she is a victim or atoning soul, then, please, ask me first. Because quite often such people
came to me who said so, and I did not accept it. But they did not listen to me and have lapsed from faith. Because you cannot be a victim or atoning soul on your own initiative or wish to be such. Only
GOD or the Mother of GOD can grant it to a person, because you
need their special help for it. Other people are simply harassed by
people, who in some cases are not even malicious, but they are just,
unknowingly, instruments from below, as I am an Instrument from
Above. Therefore, I could try to help them with prayer or blessing.
Oh, nothing is more gratifying than to be able to shower presents on
GOD, to give Him pleasure with what we come across every day.
Amen!

Excerpt from the sermon of 8 March 2015

Be blessed by GOD TRINITY,
the 9 FATHER and the 9 SON
and the 9 HOLY GHOST. Amen!

Hard Times
GOD Always Forgives
My dearly beloved! Hard times are coming our way. I would say
that they are already there, but mankind does not see this hugely
tremendous battle in the skies between the good and the bad
angels. They also still fail to see how the falling away from faith
is progressing in the world, how wars are spreading everywhere.
The Islamic State (IS) is spoken about a lot and what they are
causing. How is it possible that these IS-people can overrun two,
three countries simply like that, destroy whole villages, bomb cities  and that in the 21st century? They say that it happens in the
name of Islam. But I say that for them it is not about Islam, but
about power and fanaticism. Nonetheless, the people in the European countries say: You must be very nice with the Muslims,
otherwise you are racist. I am not against the Muslim, against the
Islamist, I am only against Islam. Why are the Muslims becoming
more and more powerful in the countries, the cities, the villages,
and are increasing in numbers? Because the one with the two
horns is controlling the game: Satan.
Precisely in a little town like Wil, near St. Gall, people thought that
it might be good to admit a Muslim woman to the municipal
authorities. Her first official act was: The crosses in schools must
be taken down! And no one from the People dared to protest.
Even the high-ranking members of the municipal authorities did
not dare to say anything, they feared they could be held to be racist
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after all. So the Christian must knuckle under Islam. But no wonder:
evil can only rise if the good is lazy, lethargic and lukewarm.

Saint Michael Salt
Now is simply the time when the Evil One will always try to snuff out
every little remaining light he still sees in the world. Of course, you
need not be afraid that he will come and blow, but he uses many
other things for this purpose: diseases, bodily pains, hardships, spiritual, mental problems or harassment by others. You know that I have
sacralised Saint Michael salt  and why? In order to convert people?
No, in order to reveal whether some person or other who is given a
little pinch of it belongs more to GOD or to the Evil One. Nevertheless, in case of negative reactions one cannot say that these people
are demon-possessed or will go to hell when they die, but sometimes
they are controlled by the devil in a special way when they have
abandoned GOD or hardly bother about Him any more. Such people fly into a tantrum saying: What you have there is poison! or they
become vehement in some other way. If you experience such things,
pray for them or just light a blessed candle for this person or community. In any case, it would be advantageous to always have blessed
candles at home. Of course, you can tell a clergyman or the SwordBishop directly in order to obtain the blessing for this person.

Penance on Earth
Many people say: You see, those who are not interested in GOD are
doing well! They obtain good jobs , and I dont know what all.
Oh, such thoughts can also be found amongst our people. But then
please talk to me, tell me if you have a problem. I mean, such difficulties have been existing all along, only in Paradise was everything topnotch. Then people just started doing things of which GOD had said:
You should not do that! And what happened? They were thrown
out! Why have Adam and Eve been subjected to such a great penalty

just because of an apple? Because they had more or less seen GOD,
they knew Him, He came to Paradise from time to time talking to
them. And yet they allowed the serpent to beguile them, or rather the
woman, and the man was led astray by the woman. Who was more
intelligent? The serpent or the woman? The serpent, of course, the
Evil One was inside it and he was once the most high-ranking, greatest angel: Lucifer, Leviathan. And this was the one sin which caused
them to be thrown out of Paradise. How great is sin today?
Forgive us our debts, as we also forgive our debtors  Do you
really believe that, if you do not forgive your neighbour, GOD will
forgive you in the confessional? It does not matter whether the other
person accepts your apology or not. You must simply forgive. How
many people have lived on earth from the beginning of the New
Testament until now? How many sins have been committed? How
many people have there been on earth ever since, whom GOD had
to forgive again and again? People keep saying: LORD, forgive me!
And although people keep sinning, GOD forgives time and again.
Let us just talk about the terrible burden of sin on earth due to the continuous child murder, one of the most brutal things. People do indeed
remember the slaughter of Bethlehems infants, but that is not even
a fraction of a tiny speck of dust compared to what is happening today. Billions of children are slaughtered, with acid, by suction, their
bodies are actually torn apart  and they are living innocent human
beings! And GOD forgives every sin. There is not a sin that GOD
would not forgive, if man repents.

Victim and Atoning Souls
If you suffer hardship, you can tell us. We bless, we help, but consider:
what do we want to convert people with, save them from hell, if we
do not want to go to some trouble for it? If we just only say: That is
the way it is, we will achieve nothing. You know, I am not the one
to tell you that you must be victim and atoning souls. Admittedly, we

